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A Renaissance Man
Plastic surgeon, lecturer, educator,
photographer, artist, world traveller,
welcome to the world of Dr. Marc DuPéré

Dr. Marc DuPéré
MD, CM,
FRCSC is a
world renowned
plastic surgeon
and one of
Canada’s leaders
in plastic surgery.
He was trained at
two of Canada’s most
prestigious medical schools and counts many
world leaders in plastic surgery as academic and
surgical mentors.

Dr. DuPéré provides his patients with a
unique blend of strong artistic refinement and
outstanding surgical skills. He specializes in
aesthetic breast enhancement, facial and nasal
aesthetic surgery, post-weight loss body reconstructive surgery and body contouring. Dr.
DuPéré is a frequent guest speaker and lecturer
in the field of plastic surgery, where he educates
other physicians in the newest plastic surgical
techniques.
Facial injections and Botox ™ are a
significant and important part of Dr. DuPéré’s
medical practice. He is an expert in 3-dimensional facial volume restoration and rejuvenation using injectable fillers such as Restylane™
and Perlane™. As such, he was invited by
Medicis Aesthetics, the makes of Restylane™
and Perlane™, to be in the prestigious position
as one of their few Physician Trainers educating other physicians in the skill and artistry of
volume restoration. Dr. DuPéré is also one of
the few North American plastic surgeons to perform calf, buttock and pectoral implantations.
Dr. DuPéré has two offices conveniently
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located both in Richmond Hill at the Age-Less
Clinic and in the fashion district of downtown
Toronto at the Visage Clinic. Dr. DuPéré
places particular importance on being able to
provide his patients with a calm and caring atmosphere as well as the capacity to understand
each patient’s individual needs and expectations. Despite his great academic and professional achievements, Dr. DuPéré is very downto-earth and has a great sense of humour. He
counts his warm and approachable personality
as one of his greatest strengths as a physician.
Dr. DuPéré is a graduate from McGill
University Faculty of Medicine in Montreal,
Quebec, where upon completing his degree in
1996, he received the gold medal for ranking
first in his graduating class for outstanding academic achievement. In 1996, Dr. DuPéré went
on to complete a five-year Residency in Plastic
and Reconstructive Surgery at the University of
Toronto. Upon graduating in 2001, he became
a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Canada (F.R.C.S.C).
In 2002, Dr. DuPéré pursued postgraduate studies and went on to complete an
International/Travelling Fellowship in Plastic
Surgery. While working with many internationally recognized plastic surgeons in Paris,
New York and Los Angeles, Dr. DuPéré focused
on facial plastic surgery, facelift & fat transfer
procedures as well as aesthetic breast surgery
and enhancement.
Dr. DuPéré is fluent in both French and
English. He has many hobbies and interests
including photography and is an avid artist. Dr.
DuPéré also has an adventurer’s spirit and loves
to travel.
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At Age-Less, Dr. DuPéré and his team offer advanced medical
skin care and laser treatments along with surgical and nonsurgical rejuvenation procedures. Dr. DuPéré has four hospital grade lasers at Age-Less, which are considered by experts
in the industry to be the “Gold Standard” for cosmetic laser
rejuvenation. Dr. DuPéré successfully treats and improves aging skin, age spots, acne and acne scars, brown pigmentation,
vascular lesions, hair removal and more in a very comfortable
and warm atmosphere with friendly and caring staff.
Dr. DuPéré can be reached at (905) 773-9675 at the
Age-Less Clinic located at 13311 Yonge Street, Suite 114,
Richmond Hill www.theagelessclinic.ca or at our downtown
location (416) 929-9800 www.visageclinic.com
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